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Guidelines for improved sewing with Lenzing Profilen® sewing 
thread 

 

Sewing Threads 

The weakest part of umbrellas, canvas and awnings is always the stitch. UV-light attacks the 
conventional sewing thread and reduces its tenacity over tome tremendously. 

With a rather low investment compared to the total value of a fabric, the confection and 
installation, you can reduce the risk of a failing sewing thread close to zero. 

With our 100% inherently UV resistant Lenzing Profilen® threads you are always on the safe 
side! 
A range of different thread for different sewing applications is available. 

So it is the best choice not only for confection of PTFE media but as a Multi-use thread for 
many high longtime performance fabrics. 

Please ask for details! 

 

Tension settings 

Tension settings for sewing thread as per your sewing machine instruction: The upper thread 
should have a setting of approx. 70 cN to 120 cN right out the moving-lever before the 
needle! 

The bottom thread (a.k.a. under thread) normally has only 30 to 90 % of the tension of the 
upper thread. Proper settings of thread tensions depend on the look and quality of the 
stitches! 

 

Needle size: 

Needle size and thread diameter must be compatible.Standard needle size used for Lenzing 
Profilen® Lucent 1500dtex: Nm 120 (0,120 mm). Needles have to be in very good condition; 
the point has to be smooth, no sharp/rough edges or worn eye and scarf area. 

Depending on which material has to be sewn the needle size and/or type might be changed. 

In case the needle size is too fine in relation to the thread diameter the thread tension is 
increased due to the higher friction when the needle penetrates the material. The thread 
might melt away or in case of PTFE can lose nearly it’s complete tenacity! 
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Fabric thickness: 

Especially for very thick fabric constructions for technical textiles like tarpaulins, awnings, 
covers, etc. which are stitched together with various belts, straps or other reinforcing 
materials need special attention. 

The more thick and /or sturdy the fabrics are the higher the penetration force of the needle, 
which lead to excessive heat build-up of the needle. Some materials, fabric as well as sewing 
thread might melt away! 

 

Low friction properties of sewing thread: 

Smooth and slick threads are more difficult to use. Variations in sewing speed adversely 
affect stitch insertion and higher tensions are often necessary to avoid slipped stitches. 

 

What to do to avoid thread breakage:  

 Change needle size to one or 2 sizes up! 

 Use needle with a “cutting” point (e.g. needle used for leather) 

 Use a cooling nozzle for reducing the heat build-up at the needle (available from 

nearly all quality sewing machine manufacturers like Dürkopp-Adler a.o.) 

 Use needle which have an improved blade design and better deflection 

characteristics (bending resistance). 

 Use “special” needles with special designed upper point groove (improves loop 

formation due to better pick-up of the needle thread)…e.g.  SAN 5 or SAN 6 – 

needles from Groz-Beckert or similar! 

 Ask machine manufacturer or service team 

 Reduce speed of sewing machine 

 

 

 

 

Lenzing Profilen® benefits: 
 

 Permanent 100% UV and weather resistance 

 Dirt and water repellent 

 Extreme flexibility even to low temperature 

 Long service life will preserve resource 

 Non flammable (LOI 95%) 

 Resistance to chemicals and pollution 

 Free of heavy metals and other hazardous additives 

 


